In a paper [1] which appeared in 1936, J. A. Clarkson defined a property of Banach spaces known as uniform convexity. Let |/|| denote the norm of an element / of such a space and let {fή, fή'} be any sequence of pairs of elements such that ||/n|=|/n'| = l and lim J|/ή + /ή / ||= : l.
The space is said to be uniformly convex if these conditions imply that lim \\fn-fn\\ = 0 It has been shown [2] that an equivalent definition is one in which the condition | | /^1I=| | /?ΓH=1 may be replaced with the weaker ||jζ||<Il and ||/Γ||^1. Clarkson has been successful in showing that the Lebesgue spaces L p are uniformly convex if p Φ1 and that L λ is not uniformly convex. The convexity properties of more general classes of Banach spaces have been investigated by M. M. Day [3] , I. Halperin [4] and E. J. McShane [7] . A concept of convexity related to uniform convexity has been described and is termed strict convexity. It is defined in the following manner.
-*t /', f" be any pair of elements in a Banach space such that ||/1I H|/ΊI = 1 an d έ||/'4-/ήΊI=l. The space is said to be strictly convex if these conditions imply that ||/' -/"| = 0. In a Euclidean space, strict convexity corresponds geometrically to the property that the unit sphere ||/|=1 does not contain a segment. We remark that, if a space has the property of uniform convexity, then it possesses that of strict convexity as well; however, the converse implication is generally untrue.
The principal objective of this paper is to investigate the conditions which an Orlicz space [9] must satisfy to be uniformly convex. Also the related problem of determining the conditions for strict convexity is considered. A solution to both of these questions has been presented which may be regarded as complete in the sense that both the necessary and sufficient criteria are developed.
We begin by formulating the definitions of Orlicz spaces in accordance with the notations to be used subsequently. Except in minor details we shall adopt the standard conventions. Let v=φ(u) be a monotonically nondecreasing function not identically zero, defined for all 0<I^ such that φ(u)=φ (u -) and <^(0) = 0; also, let φ(u) denote the associated function φ(u) = φ (u + ) . Let u = ψ(v) be the function inverse to φ(u) which is defined by the relations: (v) if lim^(^) = Z<oo, then ^;(i;)=4-oo for all Also, let ψ(v) = ψ(v + ) . Since ^(w) and ^(v) are monotonic functions they are Lebesgue measurable and their indefinite Lebesgue integrals define the functions:
(ii) ψ(v)=u if φ(u)=v and u is a point of continuity for <p(u), (iii) ψ(v)=ψ(v-), (iv) if φ(u)φφ{u), then ψ(v)=u for all φ(u)<Lv<Lφ(u),
φ(u) = \ U ψ(ΰ)dΰ and Ψ(v)=[ Ό ψ(v)dv .
Jo Jo
Let Δ be a measure space with a ^-finite nonatomic measure μ and a tf-ring of measurable subsets. Let f(x) be a ^-measurable function defined on Δ; then, the functions (x) \ is different from zero on B and therefore its norm is not zero. Thus L φ fails to be strictly convex in this case.
(B) ^o is a point of continuity for ψ (v) . Let a be a point of discontinuity for ψ(v) so that Φ{oί)<^ψ{a)φ 0. Also, let tf</2<F 0 be a point of continuity for ψ(v) and choose β large enough so that the relation Proof, By Young's inequality, for arbitrary 0<l^, 0<lt>,
Ψ(a) + Ψ(β) = llλ defines λ<Lμ(Δ)l2
d + η _ dξ d rj __ _ dη dη where Ψ(ξ)+Ψ(y)=l. If I\ξ)=a'ξ^b'7 ] {ξ) then ||/'| φ = sup I\ξ). As in (A), Γ(ξ) assumesΨ(v') = \ φ(v)dv= \ψ(v)dv+ [ V <p(v)dv^>¥(v) + <p(v)(v'-v) JO Jo Jυ If vy>v' then Γ ί V Γ v) . THEOREM 3. // (i ) Ψ(v) is continuous in the extended sense, (ii) φ(v) isΨ Δ Ψ{h)dμ>\ Ψ(g f )dμ + C f [ \f(x)\(h(x)-g f (x))dμ J Δ JΔ or \f(x)\9f(x)dμϊ>\ \f(x)\h{x)dμ+ J-4- J Δ J Δ 0/ Since C r / >0 we obtain ||/L=[ \f(x)\g f (x)dμ. JΔ THEOREM 4. If
with equality if and only if at least one of the relations v=ψ(u) or u=φ(v) is satisfied. Let u=C f \f(x)\, v=g f (x) then since Ψ(g f (x)) = C f \f(x)\ the inequality becomes an equality and

C f \f(x)\g f (x)^Φ(C f \f(x)\)+Ψ(g f {x)
) .
Since 0<C^ < cχ>, integration over Δ gives the stated result. 
Vn-En) (ΛnΓ\E n )
4, there are constants i<lC w <oo and functions g n (x) satisfying the relations: Φ{g n {x))=C n F n {x), \ Ψ{g n )dμ=l and \\F n \ φ =\ F n {x)g n {x)dμ.
J Δ JΛ
Since F n (x)<:F n+ί (x) and f Ψ{g n )dμ=l, (rc=l, 2, etc.) it follows that the sequence C n decreases to a limit i^C< co. Since Φ(g n (^))=C n F n (x) 9 F n (x)<LF n+ι (x) and \ Ψ(g n )dμ==l it follows by the monotone properties of φ(v) that for each arbitrarily chosen but fixed m 0 the sequence g n (x) ultimately decreases on (Δ m f~]E m ). When μ(S)>0 we see (Δ n f\E n )~> (Δ-S) and {Δ n -E n )~->S so that in this event the sequence g n (x) decreases on £ also. When μ(S) = 0 we see as before {Δ n Γ\E n )~>{Δ~S) and (Δ n -E n )->S. Thus the sequence g n {x) in both cases converges in measure to its limit inferior which we denote by g(x). By Theorem 3
( F n \g n dμ=\ \f' + f"\g n dμ
JΔ
Since it follows that limf \f\g n dμ=\f% and lim \ |/"|ff n^= I/"||* .
We show that there is a constant 0<Z) r <co such that Φ(g(x))= D f \f f (x)\ almost everywhere. If this were not the case there is a constant 0<5< oo and sets T[, T' 2 of finite positive measure such that
By Egoroff 7 s theorem we may extract subsets T" ξ^T' u T^ Q T' 2 such that the sequence g n (x) ultimately tends uniformly to g(x) on T" and T' 2 \ From TΊ', Tϊ we may extract subsets ΓΓ, ΓΓ of positive measure such that the sequence is not only bounded on T'" and T'ί' but, since \ Ψ{g n )dμ<Ll and ^(α?) = lim inf g n (x), it is also bounded away from J Δ F o . We may again find subsets 2\ <Ξ 2T and T 2 gΞ2T such that for suitably small constants 0<£<c», 0<α< <» :
for all n sufficiently large. 
and the sequence g n (x) converges uniformly on T ι to g{x), there is a constant 0 < β < ^ such that for sufficiently large rc (g(v) )dμ Ί 0 < ε < α^ΓJ min ί, -L and choose n^n ε so that (2) holds. Then, if
and if 0 < t ι < oo, 0 < ί a < oo also satisfy
we have by the mean value theorem, for some 0<ί 0 lτ (5) Thus, if -t\ τ Φ{g(χ))dμ ί t = min ί, -then ί a^ί . Now by (1) \f\dμ, so that by (5) But if
on (Tτ then by (3) and (4) which contradicts the demonstration already made that l \f'\hdμ -
Since \f\x)\ = Ψ(g{x))IΠ and \f"{x) \=Φ(g(x) )lD" we see \f{x)\ and \f"(x)\ differ at most by a constant factor. But U/IΦHI/ΊIΦ^1 SO that this factor is unity. Thus, f f (x) and f"(x) differ at most in sign. But
at any point, then ψ{g{x))=H\f'(x)\=H'\f"{x)\ = Q at this same point. Hence f'(x)=f"(x) almost everywhere and \\f -/ // l Φ =0. Theorems 1, 2 and 5 together have established the necessary and sufficient conditions for the strict convexity of the spaces L φ . In order to proceed with the more difficult demonstrations for uniform convexity we shall require the following important proposition relating to the norm of an element in L φ . 
observing that in this case ess sup \f(x)\ <c« since ||/|| φ <^oo. The functions F n (x) satisfy the postulates of Theorems 3 and 4 so that there are constants \FJ^X<LC n <ioo and functions g n (%)^0 such that and functions g n (x)7>0 such that ||F n | φ ==\ F n g n dμ where ψ(g n (x))= C n .F n (x) and jjfc)^ = l. Since F n (x)^F n+1 (x)<,\f(x)\ it follows from the condition \ Ψ(g n )dμ = l that the sequence C n cannot increase and since ||/|Φ>||FJ Φ it has a limit 1/lί 1 <!C<oo. Since Ψ(g n (x))= C n F n {x), F n (x) <LF n+1 (x) and I Ψ{g n )dμ=l it follows by the monotone JΔ properties of φ(v) that for each arbitrarily chosen but fixed m the sequence g n (x) ultimately decreases on (Δ m f\E m ). When μ(S)>0 we see {Δ n f\E n )~>(A -S) and (Δ n -E n )-^S, so that in this event the sequence g n (x) decreases on S also. When μ(S) = 0 we see (Δ n Γ\E n )->(Δ-S) and {Δ n -E n )->S. Thus, the sequence g n (x) in both cases converges in measure to its limit inferior, which we denote by g{x).
(a) Assume that postulate (iii) (a) holds. In this case there is a constant 0<M<co such that φ(2u)<LMφ(u) for 0<^. Thus, if Φ(2u)<LNΦ(u) for 0<^ then Φ(4u)<LN 2 Φ(u). Suppose there were a sequence 0 <. u n such that for each natural number ψ(2u n ) ^> nφ{u n ), then Φ(4:u)<L(2NyΦ(u) 
The remainder of the proof is as in (a) above. The constant C and the function g(x) are those of the theorem.
The above theorem may be generalized in several ways. The author has secceeded in obtaining a number of analogous conclusions [8] when the function ψ(v) is discontinuous and when the hypotheses relative to the function Φ(u) do not hold. It is interesting to observe that for spaces in which conditions (iii) (a) or (iii) (b) do not apply, there is always an element / of the space for which the norm is not attained; that is to say, there is no function h(x)^0 such that ||/||Φ=\ \f\hdμ JΔ with \ Ψ(h)dμ=l. In this case, however, there is a constant 0<C
where 0 < a < 1 is a constant for any larger constant D^>C the inte-gral I Ψ(φ(D\f\)dμ is infinite. It is further remarkable that in this case The proofs and complete statements of these propositions will not be presented since they are not essential to the discussions relating to convexity. Theorem 4 admits an obvious generalization not only to spaces which satisfy the postulates of Theorem 6, but to the more general case when only the first of these conditions holds. The problem of determining the constant C which appears in all of these theorems in terms of elementary properties of f(x) has hot met with a suitable and satisfying solution despite the author's attempts to find one.
We proceed now to a consideration of the necessary and sufficient conditions for uniform convexity of Orlicz spaces. It was remarked in the introduction that every uniformly convex space is strictly convex but that the converse statement need not be true; therefore, it is clear that any necessary condition for strict convexity must be also a necessary condition for uniform convexity. 
Suppose there were a value 0 < a < co and a sequence u n such that alternatively according to the respective hypotheses
There is then a sequence of pairs: {v n =<p(u n ), v n =ψ(u n J rau n )} such that v n \v n -+l. Let λ n =ll(Ψ(v n ) + Ψ(v n )) and define w n by 2Ψ(w n ) = ljλ n ; then v n ^ ^Λ ^ ^^ and 7; w /^w -> 1, v n jw n -> 1. We remark that in the second case u n -> oo so that v n -> oo and ultimately Λ w <^ ^(^)/2. Determine sets: yl n , β w of positive measure such that il n f\S w =0, Thus with P β =(l-l/JBΓ β )ε(l-e)>0 we have
Ψ{v')>,Ψ{v) + ψ{v)(v'-v) + P 2 Φ(\u'-u\) .
Assume vl <Cu and consider the second diagram. where Q β ==(l-l/JBΓ β )(e/Γ)>O. Taking L ε -=min(P ε , Q ε ) we have the stated result.
THEOREM 10. Let ψ(v) be continuous, u=ψ(v) and yf = ψ{v') and let 0<Cε<^l/4, l<^i2 ε^N <^oo be constants such that alternatively 
